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Abstract—For the purpose of automatic video quality evalua-
tion, Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) has been the most well-
known full reference quality metric since a long time. Improving
on PSNR, several other pixel-based quality metrics have been de-
veloped, namely Structural SIMilarity (SSIM), Multi Scale-SSIM
(MS-SSIM), and Video Quality Metric (VQM). The goal of these
objective video quality metrics is to replace time-consuming and
expensive subjective quality assessment experiments. These alter-
native objective metrics have already been evaluated on several
video compression schemes, such as MPEG-2 and H.264/AVC,
transported over different kinds of network protocols and under
a large variation of network characteristics. In January 2013, the
successor of the Advanced Video Coding (H.264/AVC) standard,
named High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), has been finalized.
Although HEVC is still a block based hybrid video compression
standard, some radical changes are made to subjectively improve
the compression efficiency compared to H.264/AVC. Until now,
the alternative quality metrics have never been evaluated on this
new compression scheme. Therefore, in this paper, we analyze the
difference in performance of these full reference metrics. Based
on subjective evaluations, a performance analysis is presented
which shows the validity of these models when applied to HEVC
compressed video content.

I. INTRODUCTION

When offering a digital video service on the market, end
users expect a certain quality [1], [2]. For IPTV, this is
not straightforward because the IP network, over which the
video is transported, is a packet-based best-effort network.
Not only IPTV has to cope with these problems, any type
of video distribution has to consider the loss and delay
characteristics of its network. A small delay or drop of a
certain packet of the compressed video stream can have a
significant visual impact on the video depending on the type
of packet that gets lost or delayed [3], [4]. Additional to the
network characteristics, the type of video compression and
the properties of the video stream highly influence the visual
effect of network errors [5], [6]. In general, consumers expect
less than one visual artifact per hour [7]. Therefore, in order
to guarantee customer satisfaction, the video quality and the
related Quality of Experience (QoE) should be monitored all
the time [8], [9]. The best way to monitor the QoE is by human
inspection, but evidently this is time consuming, costly, and
most of the time impractical. Because of all these restrictions
of subjective evaluation, quality metrics are being developed.
The quality metrics considered in this paper are Peak Signal
to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural SIMilarity (SSIM), Multi
Scale-SSIM (MS-SSIM), and Video Quality Metric (VQM)

as described in Section III. These quality metrics have been
evaluated on a large number of compression standards and
impairment scenarios, but never on the recently standardized
High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard. With a new
compression scheme, different artifacts are introduced when
packet loss is introduced. Therefore, in this paper, the behavior
of these quality metrics is evaluated on a packet loss environ-
ment transporting HEVC instead of H.264/AVC.

HEVC and its main differences with H.264/AVC are
described in section II, followed by a description of the
different quality metrics. Then, the methodology, as followed
in this paper, is described in Section IV. The methodology
section starts with a description of the source sequences on
which the metrics are evaluated in Section IV-A. Afterwards,
Section IV-B describes which compression parameters and loss
parameters are applied on these sequences. This is also called
the Hypothetical Reference Circuit (HRC). Now that quality
degraded video streams are obtained, the procedure followed
for subjective quality evaluation is described in Section IV-C.
Next, a post processing step on the obtained subjective scores
must be performed together with the calculation of the corre-
lation between the quality metrics and the subjective scores as
described in Section IV-D. Finally, the results and a conclusion
are given in Section V and Section VI respectively.

II. HIGH EFFICIENCY VIDEO CODING

HEVC [10] is a video compression standard realized
by a joint collaboration between ISO/IEC and ITU-T and
is supposed to be the successor of their earlier defined
H.264/AVC [11] standard. With HEVC, only half the bitrate
is needed compared to H.264/AVC in order to offer similar
subjective quality [12].

Both these standards are block based video compression
techniques implying that the pictures are divided in blocks
which are used for intra or inter prediction. With intra pre-
diction samples surrounding the block are used to predict the
block. Consequently, when an error is introduced in samples
surrounding the current block, then the error will drift further
in this block. With inter prediction, blocks predict their sample
values from previously decoded pictures. Similarly, when an
error was introduced in the referenced picture, the error will
drift further if the current block predicts from it.

The main difference between H.264/AVC and HEVC is the
possibility for increased block sizes. In H.264/AVC, only sizes
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4x4 up to 16x16 could be used. With HEVC, the maximum
block size got increased up to 64x64 for inter prediction.
Consequently, when an error occurs in the video stream, this
error can get propagated with blocks of up to 64x64 in size
resulting in different artifacts compared to H.264/AVC.

III. CONSIDERED QUALITY METRICS

First of all, PSNR is considered because it is the most
applied quality metric in the field of video quality evaluation.
The formula for PSNR is as follows:

PSNR = 10 log10
MAX2

MSE
(1)

with MAX being equal to the maximum sample value (255 for
8 bit component bit depth) and MSE being the mean square
error between the sample values of the compared video frames.

With this detailed explanation, we would like to show that
PSNR is a frame based method, i.e. there is no notion of
block partitioning for any calculation in the metric. The entire
frame is considered in its entirety. Similarly, SSIM [13] is also
calculated on the entire frame.

For MS-SSIM [14], the SSIM is calculated on the original
and four resized versions. These resized versions half the reso-
lution with every iteration. Then, depending on the resolution,
a weighted sum is taken from these SSIMs resulting in the
MS-SSIM. Because measurements are made on different sizes
of the frame, the different block structure of HEVC could have
an impact on MS-SSIM measurement behavior.

For VQM, the general model as described in [15] is
applied. With the general model, different quality indicators
are combined in a weighted way in order to come up with a
single number for the entire video sequence. VQM is the most
advanced of the different models because it can compensate for
temporal shifts, spatial shifts, contrast changes, and brightness
changes. Additionally, it can take into account interlacing
differences and certain regions to evaluate. Because the other
models are not functioning under these effects, they are not
being applied to the video sequences. As a quality evaluation
technique, the VQM general model is configured to calculate
its quality indicators on block sizes of 4x4 and 8x8 samples.
With a change to larger block sizes in HEVC, this could impact
the performance of VQM.

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Sequences

When evaluating quality metrics through subjective eval-
uation, it is important to have enough variety in video con-
tent because the type of video influences visual effects of
the introduced degradations [16]. More specifically, it is the
amount of motion and spatial details that affect the visibility of
these degradations [17]. In ITU Recommendation P.910 [18],
two measures are offered to describe these properties, namely
spatial perceptual information measurement (SI) and temporal
perceptual information (TI).

SI can be calculated as the maximum value of the standard
deviation of the sobel filtered frame at time n [18]:

SI = maxtime{stdspace[Sobel(Fn)]}. (2)
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Fig. 1. Calculated Q3.SI and Q3.TI values for our eight selected source
sequences.

TABLE I. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF TEST SEQUENCES

Sequence Description
basketball Camera pans and zooms to follow the action.
BBB Big Buck Bunny. Computer-Generated Imagery.
cheetah Camera pans to follow the cheetah.
ED Elephants Dream. Computer-Generated Imagery.
foxbird3e Cartoon. Fast camera pan with zoom.
purple4e Many small objects moving in a circular pattern.
rush hour High depth of focus. Fixed camera.
SSTB Sita Sings the Blues. Slight camera zoom in.

For the TI, the maximum value of the standard deviation
of the difference of a certain frame with its previous frame is
measured [18].

TI = maxtime{stdspace[Fn(i, j)− Fn−1(i, j)]}, (3)

In [19], it is noted that taking the maximum value in
these formulae can result in misleading numbers when local
peaks occur. As an alternative, the third quartile value (Q3)
is proposed instead of the maximum value resulting in the
following measures: Q3.SI and Q3.T I .

To have a representative subjective test, it is important that
there is enough variation in Q3.SI and Q3.T I values. There-
fore, these measures are calculated on test sequences from the
Consumer Digital Video Library (CDVL) [20], the Technical
University of Munich (TUM), and open source movies. From
these databases, eight sequences are selected with Q3.SI and
Q3.T I values as indicated in Figure 1. Additionally, a short
description of the sequences is given Table I. All the selected
sequences are 1920x1080 pixels in resolution and were shot at
25 frames per second. The original sequences were trimmed
to 10 seconds to have consistent evaluation time.

B. Hypothetical reference circuit

In this paper the behavior of quality metrics on H.264/AVC
and HEVC video content is evaluated. Consequently we se-
lected encoder and decoder software for each of these compres-
sion standards. For H.264/AVC, the Joint reference Model JM
16.1 [21] was selected and modified such that any combination
of picture losses could be concealed. As an HEVC codec, the
HEVC reference Model HM v4.0 [22] was selected. The error
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Fig. 2. Sirannon configuration. The raw video stream gets packed in
RTP-packets after which losses can be applied by the nalu-drop classifier
component. Afterwards, the impaired sequence is extracted from the RTP
stream and saved to a new file.

concealment method applied in both decoders is the frame
copy algorithm.

Next, the configuration of the video streams will be de-
scribed. To describe which coding structure is used, we define a
Group Of Pictures (GOP) as all the pictures between I-frames.
Research indicates that the GOP size is typically between 12
and 15 frames in an IPTV environment [23]. Therefore, in
our test, intra pictures are inserted every 15th or 16th picture
depending on the B-picture configuration.

Three different intervals of B-pictures are selected in this
test. In the first configuration, no additional B-pictures are in-
serted in the video stream. Therefore, the resulting GOP struc-
ture would look like this: IPPPPPPPPPPPPPP. The second con-
figuration is characterized by a single B-picture between every
P-picture (IPBPBPBPBPBPBPB). Finally, as a third variation,
between every P-picture, three B-pictures got inserted resulting
in the following GOP structure: IPBBBPBBBPBBBPBBB. For
all the configurations, only a single slice is encoded for every
picture in the video stream. The primary purpose of this test
is to evaluate artifacts resulting from network impairments.
Therefore, encoding bitrates of the video stream are set high
enough such that no compression artifacts could be observed.

After creation of video streams, network impairments
should be introduced. This is done by means of the open-
source media streamer called Sirannon [24]. The chain with
which Sirannon got configured is depicted in Figure 2. With
this configuration, RTP packetization is applied on the raw
H.264/AVC Annex B bitstream according to RFC3984 [25].
For HEVC, the raw HEVC Annex B bitstream got equivalently
packetized, but since an official standard for RTP packeti-
zation was not yet finalized, the procedure for H.264/AVC
packetization got mimicked. During the RTP packetization, no
aggregation is applied. Consequently, an RTP packet does not
contain data from more than one encoded picture.

In the nalu-drop classifier, RTP packets are discarded from
the RTP stream. When a packet gets discarded, all RTP packets
containing information from the same picture get discarded
as well. Additionally, a restriction is applied to not discard
packets from the first and last two seconds of the video stream.
This to avoid confusion between the transition to the start of
the video or the end and packet loss artifacts.

The impaired video stream then gets umpacketized result-
ing in an impaired H.264/AVC Annex B compliant bitstream
or an HEVC Annex B bitstream. These bitstreams are saved
to a file, decoded, and played back for subjective evaluation.

With the packet loss chain described, the only parameters

TABLE II. LOSS SCENARIOS WITH FIXED CONFIGURATION.

GOP structure lost frame position in GOP
IPPPP I BEGIN
IPPPP 2P BEGIN
IPPPP 2P MIDDLE
IPPPP P END
IPPPP 2P END
IPBPB I BEGIN
IPBPB P END
IPBPB B END
IPBBB I BEGIN
IPBBB 2B END

TABLE III. THREE FLEXIBLE LOSS SCENARIOS.

GOP structure lost frame position in GOP
IPBBB P,B BEGIN
IPBBB 2P,2B MIDDLE
IPBBB 2P,2B END

remaining to be clarified are the loss scenarios. Because every
loss scenario applied on every sequence should be subjected to
viewing, a limited set of loss scenarios is created. In total, 13
loss scenarios are created resulting in a total of 104 impaired
sequences to be subjectively evaluated.

From these 13 loss scenarios, 10 are created with a fixed
configuration (see Table II) and three scenarios are left more
flexible (see Table III).

The following parameters are used for the different loss
scenarios and explicitly specified in these tables:

• Number of B-pictures between two reference pictures
(0, 1 or 3)

• Type of picture in which the first loss is inserted (I, P
or B)

• Number of entire picture drops (1 or 2)

• Location within the GOP where the loss is inserted
(begin, middle or end)

In the configurations of Table III, randomly one or two P-
or B-pictures are removed. This to increase the variety in loss
configurations.

C. Subjective evaluation

After selecting sequences, applying compression, and in-
troducing network losses, the impaired sequences are evaluated
subjectively on their quality.

In our test, subjective evaluation follows a Single Stimulus
(SS) Absolute Category Rating approach with Hidden Refer-
ence (ACR-HR) [18].

An Ishihara test and a Snellen chart are performed in
order to verify the participants color vision and visual acuity
respectively. Then, the participant is made aware of possible
artifacts that can be noticed by presenting three sequences from
the full set, namely an original one, a very distorted one, and an
average distorted one. The subjective evaluation is following
the single stimulus approach because from then on no com-
parison with the original sequence can be made anymore. For
every dataset exactly 24 valid participants evaluated the quality
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by indicating the quality on an absolute category scale from
one to five with the following naming:

• 5 Excellent

• 4 Good

• 3 Fair

• 2 Poor

• 1 Bad

With the Hidden Reference approach, the original sequence
is included in the test set of sequences such that they get rated
by the participants without knowing this is the original. Oth-
erwise, when some participants would rate a certain original
sequence as 4 Good instead of 5 Excellent, then this could not
be reproduced by the objective model. A model is certainly not
able to reproduce this result when it is a full reference model
because such models would get the original as ground truth.
Lower ratings of the original sequence can occur when the
quality of the original is not good enough or when the content
is not appealing for the participant. By rating the original too,
the difference with the original can be taken as the effective
quality score of a certain participant.

To keep the participants attention, the time for subjective
evaluation is restricted to 20 minutes. To accomplish this, the
test set of impaired sequences is split into four datasets. The
subjective evaluation took place by a single participant sitting
in front of a 40 inch full HD LCD screen at four times the
display height.

Validity of the subjective scores is checked by a post-
experiment screening as described in annex V of the Video
Quality Experts Group (VQEG) HDTV report.

D. Evaluation procedure

As described in Section IV-C as the Hidden Reference
approach, first the difference of the quality score with the score
of the original is taken. This difference is called the Differential
Mean Opinion Score (DMOS) from here on and is calculated
as follows:

DMOS = MOS(degraded seq.)−MOS(original) + 5 (4)

In this equation, MOS(x) represents the quality score that
is given to a certain sequence x.

The next variation where is compensated for is the fact
that all participants have a different internal weight for rating
certain artifacts. Some optimistic participants would only use
the upper range of the scale, while the more pessimistic
viewers would rate more to the lower end of the scale. To
compensate for this phenomenon, a z-score is calculated from
every given rating. The z-score is a normalization of every
participants score.

A further mapping that is made is between the metrics
output and the DMOS scores. It cannot be assumed that an
objective model outputs DMOS scores without further modifi-
cation needed. Because every model outputs data over different
scales with a different distribution, a non-linear mapping is

TABLE IV. RMSE AND 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL OF DIFFERENT

OBJECTIVE MODELS FOR THE BOTH THE H.264/AVC AND THE HEVC
TESTSET.

PSNR SSIM MS-SSIM VQM
upper 0.88 1.05 1.20 0.74

H.264/AVC 0.77 0.92 1.05 0.65
lower 0.69 0.82 0.93 0.58
upper 0.71 0.88 1.06 0.70

HEVC 0.62 0.77 0.93 0.62
lower 0.55 0.69 0.82 0.55

applied. Empirically, it is observed that a cubic polynomial
mapping as described in equation 5 performs well [26].

DMOSp = ax3 + bx2 + cx+ d (5)

In this equation, DMOSp is the predicted DMOS after
cubic polynomial mapping of the quality metrics output x. The
weighting factors a, b and c and the constant d result from a
fitting operation over the DMOS and model output data.

From the MOS of the participants, a DMOS score is
generated after the HR compensation and z-score calculation.
The output of the objective models is mapped to this data such
that the numbers can be compared on the same scale. These
numbers are identified as DMOSp. Now that both numbers are
on the same scale, a pearson correlation and Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) comparison can be made in order to measure the
linear relationship and the accuracy of the model respectively.
Along with those measurements, the 95% confidence intervals
are calculated to check for significant difference.

V. RESULTS

RMSE and 95% confidence intervals of the different met-
rics on the H.264/AVC and HEVC content are enumerated
in Table IV and visualized in Figures 3 and 4. The RMSE
results represent the accuracy of the different metrics. For
H.264/AVC, it can be observed that VQM is significantly more
accurate than SSIM and MS-SSIM. This because their 95%
confidence interval does not overlap. For this test set, it can
also be observed that PSNR is significantly more accurate than
the MS-SSIM metric. Now, the question we asked ourselves
is whether with HEVC a different trend could be observed. In
both the table and the figure with HEVC results, we observe
that VQM is again significantly more accurate than MS-SSIM,
but there is a small overlap with SSIM. For PSNR, the same
observation as with H.264/AVC can be made.

Purely looking at the accuracy change between met-
rics when changing from H.264/AVC to HEVC, no definite
changes can be noticed.

In order to investigate the linear correlation of the MOS
scores with the metric results, pearson correlation results are
given in Table V and Figures 5 and 6. Although a similar
trend can be seen as in the RMSE results, there could not be
found a significant difference in linear correlation between the
different metrics.

Finally, graphs comparing H.264/AVC with HEVC are
visualized in Figure 7. A trend that can be observed is
that the RMSE value of the metrics consistently decreases
when changing from H.264/AVC to HEVC. There is always
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Fig. 3. RMSE of different objective models for the H.264/AVC testset.

Fig. 4. RMSE of different objective models for the HEVC testset.

TABLE V. PEARSON CORRELATION AND 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL

OF DIFFERENT OBJECTIVE MODELS FOR THE BOTH THE H.264/AVC AND

THE HEVC TESTSET.

PSNR SSIM MS-SSIM VQM
upper 0.87 0.85 0.84 0.90

H.264/AVC 0.82 0.80 0.78 0.86
lower 0.75 0.72 0.70 0.81
upper 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.91

HEVC 0.88 0.85 0.81 0.88
lower 0.83 0.79 0.74 0.83

Fig. 5. Pearson correlation of different objective models for the H.264/AVC
testset.

an overlap of the HEVC 95% interval with the H.264/AVC
accuracy interval, so it can never be regarded as a significant
improvement. The fact that VQM improves less in accuracy
compared with the other metrics could indicate the block
restrictions of this metric. From these results it seems plausible
that further improvements to the VQM quality metric to
increase performance on HEVC could be made.

From all the results, it can be observed that PSNR as
a metric performs particularly well compared to the other

Fig. 6. Pearson correlation of different objective models for the HEVC testset.

Fig. 7. RMSE of different objective models for the both the H.264/AVC and
the HEVC testset.

techniques. Though, it must be noted that special precautions
are made such that valid results would come out of the
PSNR metric. To do this, pictures were aligned properly after
introducing degradations, only progressive content was used,
and no special degradations were introduced in the video
stream. VQM, on the other hand, has more possibilities to
cope with these irregularities because of its build-in functions
handling interlace, frame temporal shift, spatial shift, valid
region estimation or cropping, and contrast and brightness
corrections. Therefore, the test can be considered as being set
up more in favor of PSNR and less challenging for VQM.

Additionally, we would like to analyze sequence depen-
dence of the different metrics. It could be observed that the
sequence of Elephants Dream showed some strange MOS
behavior. In particular, none of the models could predict
these subjective scores very well. This may be caused by
the combination of random movement and science fiction
animation resulting in difficult to observe distortions. Looking
closer into this subject, for HEVC the highest correlation
between DMOS and metric result could be obtained with the
cheetah, purple4e, foxbird3e, and basketball sequences. From
SI and TI measurements (see Fig. 1), it appears that higher
motion videos are easier to predict with a model.

VI. CONCLUSION

By evolving to a new video compression standard, different
effects can be observed when degradations on the network
take place. Then, the question arises if existing quality metrics
still perform equivalently compared to the systems they were
tested and designed on. In this paper, a direct comparison
of different commonly used quality metrics (PSNR, SSIM,
MS-SSIM, and VQM) is made when these are applied on
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an error prone network environment carrying a new video
compression scheme like HEVC. As a reference to compare
with, packet loss effects on the well investigated H.264/AVC
video compression standard is used. From the RMSE and
pearson correlation measurements of the metrics with the
MOS, it could be observed that the performance difference
between metrics does not change significantly. On average,
it is observed that all metrics except VQM perform slightly
better with a change to HEVC, which could be caused by the
fact that VQM is calculated on a 4x4 and 8x8 block basis,
which does not scale with the increased block size of HEVC.
In general, in both the H.264/AVC and the HEVC test, VQM
was able to outperform or be slightly better than SSIM or
MS-SSIM. Results from the PSNR metric are notably well
compared to other experiments, but it should be noted that
experiment conditions were set up more favorable for PSNR
evaluation, which could explain this behavior.
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